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ABSTRACT

models [1]. Consider the example of one of the largest crowdsourced weather networks - Weather Underground - which
includes over 250,000 PWSs owned and operated by private citizens. Weather Underground experienced a growth from 7,000
PWSs to the 0.25 million stations in less than 10 years. This
growth can be attributed to the availability of user-friendly and
affordable off-the-shelf weather stations and a growing number
of weather enthusiasts and citizen scientists.
However, there are several barriers associated with the use
of crowdsourced rainfall data from PWS networks [8]. Unlike
the stations owned and managed by experts, it is difficult and
cumbersome to enforce standardization of PWSs at large scales.
At best, certain "best practices" can be recommended to hobbyist for data collection and maintenance, but these practices
are also difficult to enforce. According to the description on
their website, Weather Underground performs fairly simple
(average based) quality control to only temporarily removes
stations from the network that fail the quality control checks
[2], leaving the trustworthiness of data unspecified. Traditional
quality control and quality assurance methods require a wealth
of historical data measured with validated equipment, which
are usually unavailable for the PWS networks.
Consequently, in this paper we present a reputation system
for crowdsourced rainfall networks (RSCRN). The proposed
method computes and assigns a trust score for the PWS in an online manner, and therefore capturing the integrity of published
data for modelers and decision-makers.

Decision making in utilities, municipal, and energy companies depends on accurate and trustworthy weather information
and predictions. Recently, crowdsourced personal weather stations (PWS) are being increasingly used to provide a higher
spatial and temporal resolution of weather measurements. However, tools and methods to ensure the trustworthiness of the
crowdsourced data in real-time are lacking. In this paper, we
present a Reputation System for Crowdsourced Rainfall Networks (RSCRN) to assign trust scores to personal weather
stations in a region. Using real PWS data from the Weather
Underground service in the high flood risk region of Norfolk,
Virginia, we evaluate the performance of the proposed RSCRN.
The proposed method is able to converge to a confident trust
score for a PWS within 10-20 observations after installation.
Collectively, the results indicate that the trust score derived
from the RSCRN can reflect the collective measure of trustworthiness to the PWS, ensuring both useful and trustworthy data
for modeling and decision-making in the future.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Sensor networks; • Human-centered
computing → Reputation systems;

KEYWORDS
Crowdsourcing, Sensor Networks, Reputation System, Trust,
Rainfall Networks
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INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Personal weather stations (PWSs) are being increasingly used
to provide a higher spatial and temporal resolution of rainfall
measurements [5]. This spread of crowdsourced data collection
using sensor-packed Internet of Things (IoT) devices is leading to more real time, hyper-local stormwater management for
the built environment based on sophisticated flood prediction

The goal of RSCRN is to assign trust scores to each PWS based
on the data it provides to the network. This trust score represents
a collective measure of trustworthiness of the station, which
can be beneficial for decision-making and risk analysis in the
future. In this section, we present the problem formulation for
assigning trust scores to PWSs using the RSCRN. The overview
of the RSCRN workflow is shown in Figure 1.
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We consider a PWS network (e.g. Norfolk, Virginia) having N
stations. Each station has a different data availability based on
when they were installed, or when they reported any data. For
a given set of X days, we find the number of stations (say n)
which reported some data for each of the X days. The rainfall
measurements from these n stations are collected into a matrix
P, with X rows for each of the days, and n columns for each of
the stations.

2.1
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Problem Formulation

latitude and longitude , we aim to partition them into stations
which report similar data. It is expected that stations which are
located close to each other should fall within the same cluster.
The resulting clustered sub-dataset, with stations displaying
similar rainfall characteristics and close proximity (thus reporting similar data), will be the input for the reputation system.
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Reputation can be considered as a collective measure of trustworthiness (in the sense of reliability) based on the referrals
or ratings from members in a community. In this paper, we
implement a beta reputation system [7] to PWS data to assign
trust scores to each station. The reputation system consists of
two modules: (i)a watchdog module for detecting cooperative
and non-cooperative behaviors of stations within the network,
and (ii) a reputation module for managing and representing
reputation information.

Figure 1: Overview of the RSCRN workflow: N stations
from a PWS network is first collected from the Weather
Underground network; based on the data availability, the
collected PWS daily rainfall data-set is then filtered and
clustered into sub-data sets; the reputation system finally
receives the sub-datasets and outputs trust score for each
PWS in the network.

2.2

REPUTATION SYSTEM FOR
CROWDSOURCED RAINFALL
NETWORKS

Data pre-processing

3.0.1 Watchdog Module. The input of the watchdog
module is a sub-dataset cluster D IK with YI rows and m columns
computed from section 2.2.2, representing YI days of rainfall
measurement from m stations. The watchdog module computes
a cooperative metrics for every m stations in each epoch (i =
1, 2, . . . , YI ), denoted as Ci j , by an outlier detection method.
Outlier detection methods can be broadly classified as either
model-based or consensus-based techniques [4]. Consensusbased technique is a suitable method for detecting outliers
based on nothing but the data reported form the PWSs.
We use the robust averaging algorithm [3] as the outlier detection method. Robust averaging is a type of average value to
minimize the impact of malicious and faulty sensors by assigning smaller weights coefficient. This is explained as follows:
1
We first assign an initial default (uniform) weight w i,l =1
j = m
to station j at iteration l = 1, where m is the number of station in the clustered data. Next, we compute the robust averÍN
age RAl = i=1
w i,k j · Pi, j . We then compute the deviation
ÍN
k
vi, j = (pi − i=1 w i,k j · pi, j )2 of station i’s measurement Pi
from robust average RAl . Finally, we compute the new robust
weight at iteration l + 1, defined as

The data pre-processing comprises of two steps - first, we filter
the data such that we obtain the maximum number of days
for which non-zero rainfall values were reported by the PWSs,
and second, we cluster the stations into groups based on the
reported data and their relative location.
2.2.1 Data filtering. To filter the data, we define a nonzero rainfall measurement index Z i , (i = 1, 2, . . . , X ) such
that:
n
Õ
Zi =
1(Pi j , 0)
j=1

Each Z i can take a value in the set {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}. Simply
put, for each row of the matrix P, we count the number of
stations which report some non-zero rainfall value. Therefore,
we obtain values Z 1 , Z 2 , · · · Z X , for each row where any value
Z i ∈ 0, 1, · · · , n.
In doing so the original data-set P is filtered into n different
sub-dataset D I (I = 1, 2, . . . , n) using:
D I = matrix rows in P where Z i = I
Each of the sub-dataset D I will have a length of YI days that
YI = number of matrix rows in P where Z i = I .
The resulting sub-dataset D I is a matrix with YI rows and n
columns of rainfall measurement from n stations such that, at
least I (I ≤ n) stations have non-zero daily rainfall measurement
in these YI days. For example, D 11 consists, for example Y11 =
78 days of rainfall measurements during which 11 out of n
stations have reported non-zero rainfall.

1
k
vi,
j
ÍN
k
i =1 vi, j

w i,l +1
j = ÍN

i=1
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k
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j
ÍN
v k +ϵ
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the algorithm continues iterating until the convergence |w i,l j −

w i,l +1
j

< λ is observed, i.e the robust weights converge to a value
with difference less than λ.
The cooperative metric is then defined as

2.2.2 Data clustering. Next, the k-Means clustering algorithm applied to divide n stations into k clusters using the
sub-dataset D i . The k-Means is an iterative algorithm that finds
the center of each cluster, where the within-cluster sum of
squares to this center is minimized [6]. The optimized number
of clusters k is determined based on the convergence of the
input. By using k-means clustering for PWSs based on the
reported rainfall data and their relative location in terms of

Ci j =

Wi j − Wi
σ (Wi )

(2)

where Wi and σ (Wi ) are the average and standard deviation of
the i-th row of the robust weight matrix. This metric demonstrates the level of deviation of the final robust weight from the
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naive weight. The resulting cooperative metric is used as an
input for reputation module.
3.0.2 Reputation Module. The reputation module assumes neutral trust scores for every station without the knowledge of any past behaviors (data in this case). As described in
the previous section, the cooperative metric can be interpreted
as a measure of the PWS deviation from the robust average for
each epoch. The reputation module integrates these metrics and
updates the trust score Ti j for every m stations in each epoch
(i = 1, 2, . . . , Yi , j = 1, 2, . . . , m).
The beta reputation system [7] is adopted for its advantage
of simplicity, flexibility, and ability to counter most arbitrary
sensor faults [4]. The beta reputation system takes binary outcomes as input, and computes trust scores by updating the beta
probability density functions (PDF). The beta PDF is a continuous family of distribution functions indexed by two parameters
α and β. It is denoted by beta(p|α, β) can be expressed using
the gamma function Γ as follows:
Γ(α + β) α −1
p
(1 − p)β −1
Γ(α)Γ(β)
where 0 <= p <= 1, α, β > 0

Figure 2: PWSs location in the Norfolk, Virginia region
and the PWSs clustering results.

beta(p|α, β) =

and sea level rise, making it an ideal case study for testing the
proposed RSCRN.

(3)

The expectation value of the beta distribution is given by

4.1

E(p) = α/(α + β)
where 0 < E(p) < 1

(4)

For all stations at epoch i = 1, before any data is collected, the
prior distribution is assumed to be an uniform beta PDF with
α 1 = 1, β 1 = 1 and E(p)1 = 0.5. This can be interpreted as
assuming neutral trust for these stations, which means that the
relative frequency of a positive behavior for these stations in
the future is 0.5. After observing new data, the posterior distribution will be the beta PDF with updated α and β parameter. In
this paper, these parameters are updated using the cooperative
metrics Ci j , provided from the watchdog module:
α i+1, j = α i j + Ci j if Ci j >= 0
βi+1, j = βi j + |Ci j | if Ci j < 0

4.2

4.2.1 Data filtering implementation. The rainfall measurements matrix P containing X = 397 daily rainfall measurements from n = 11 stations, were filtered into I = 11
sub-datasets D I .

(5)

4.2.2 Data clustering implementation. k-Means clustering was implemented in Python using scikit-learn libaray
[9] for the sub-dataset D 0 to D 11 using reported rainfall data,
latitude and longitude of each stations. Consider the convergence (the cluster results remain the same for all sub-dataset
D 0 to D 11 ) and the minimum stations within a cluster (at least
two stations within a cluster), the number of the cluster was
set to k = 2. Figure 2 shows 11 stations were clustered into
two groups. The results of the clustering are consistent with the
proximity of stations within the same cluster i.e. stations within
the same cluster tend to provide similar rainfall characteristics.

(6)

We next implement the proposed reputation system method
to a real world dataset obtained from personal weather stations,
and perform a comprehensive case study.

4

Data pre-processing

The collected PWS data-set is first pre-processed using the
methodology mentioned in Section 2.2.

Given the cooperative metrics, the expectation value of the
α +1, j
posterior beta PDF becomes E(p)i+1, j = α i +β
. This
i +1, j
i +1, j
indicates the relative frequency of the positive behavior for each
station, which is updated to a new value at every epoch. Finally,
the trust score Ti j is computed by re-scaling the expectation
value to 0 to 10 for each station j at epoch i, i.e.
Ti j = 10 · E(p)i j

Data Availability

A data-set of 397 days of daily rainfall measurements from
n = 11 stations during the period from 1/1/2017 to 2/1/2018
were obatined using Weather API made available by Weather
Underground. The data-set were collected as a matrix P for this
case study. In order minimize the effect of temporal variability,
the rainfall measurements were re-sampled from 5-10 minutes
to a daily time scale. The data availability for the collected
PWS rainfall data sources is shown in Figure 2.

CASE STUDY
4.3

Norfolk, Virginia, USA is a city located on the coast at the
south-eastern corner of Virginia that houses the world’s largest
naval base, Naval Station Norfolk. It is also one of the most
vulnerable cities to coastal flooding due to land subsidence

Results

The reputation system mentioned in Section 3 is implemented
to evaluate the trustworthiness of PWS data. The first group of
1 , which consists of Y = 78
cluster of filtered sub-dataset D 11
11
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Figure 3: PWSs trust score evolution over time

Figure 4: Number of epoch required for reaching different
convergence threshold

days of rainfall measurements that at all stations (m 1 = 6) have
non-zero rainfall measurement was used here for demonstrating
the implementation for the reputation system. Each day of the
rainfall measurement is treated as an epoch. As described in
Section 2, the reputation system is initialized with a neutral
trust score Ti0 = 5, α = 1, β = 1 for each stations prior to
the evaluation. The trust score for each station is then updated
based on their rainfall measurements feeding in on every epoch.
The trust score evolution of PWSs over time is shown in
Figure 3. It can be observed that, for the first few epochs of the
evaluation, the trust scores computed from the reputation system are more sensitive to either cooperative or non-cooperative
behavior of the station, causing the trust score to fluctuate significantly. As the cooperative metric are being collected from
the PWSs over time, the reputation system takes previous reported data (and trust scores) into account when computing
subsequent scores. This shows that the trust toward the PWS
was built not only considering its current behavior but also aggregating its past behaviors. The final trust scores derived from
the RSCRN can reflect the degree of trustworthiness of each
PWSs, ensuring both useful and trustworthy data for modeling
and decision-making.
Notice that the assigned trust scores are relative to the consensus mechanism, and therefore while it is important to converge to a correct trust score value over time, it is also important
to analyze how fast does the score converge to the final value.
The evaluation of the convergence of the trust scores is discussed in how many epochs (days) of data are required for
reaching a certain convergence threshold. The convergence
threshold is defined as the maximum score difference during
the score evolution. It can be seen that the trust score of each
stations reached a 0.5 score convergence after receiving 10 to
20 days of rainfall measurements, a 0.3 score convergence after
15 to 35 days, and finally reached a 0.15 score convergence
after 50 to 70 days. The results of score convergence is shown
in Fig 4. It can be inferred that for a new station in a region,
the proposed reputation method can assign an accurate trust
score within 10-20 observations of the personal station coming
online.
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cooperative and non-cooperative behaviors of the PWSs over
time, then gradually converge to a trust score after receiving
10-20 observations of rainfall measurements from the station.
In ongoing and future research, we aim to evaluate the robustness of the proposed RSCRN through simulations of including
artificial stations with faulty data. We also aim to incorporate
domain knowledge from hydrology and rainfall characteristics
into the reputation scheme to validate the results of the RSCRN.
Ultimately, application-level benefits can be provided by taking
the derived trust score of the RSCRN into account for hydrological and meteorological model simulation and prediction.
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CONCLUSION

This paper presents a reputation system for crowdsourced rainfall networks (RSCRN). The results of the trust score evolution
of show that the reputation system successfully identified the
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